
Fishing International Supplies & Hardware - 10 Parkyn
Parade,
Mooloolaba, QLD, 4557

Phone: (07) 5478 1033 - Email:
sales@fishinginternational.com.au

  Seastar L-53 Radio Beacon

   Brand:

Price: $1,089.00 

Short Description
Range up to 150km at sea. We stock more types of Radio Beacons than anyone in
Australia. We sell parts and accessories and we warranty what we sell.

Description
RDF Radio Buoys used by commercial fishermen around the world. Nobody in
Australia stocks more or sells more Radio Beacons than Fishing International.
The beacons transmit a unique radio signal at a specific  frequency to allow the
mother vessel to use a radio direction finder to locate the gear and prevent
"ghost" fishing or lost gear. Frequency range from 1600 kHertz to 2850 kHertz.
Please specify your own required frequency range or choose from our wide
selection. Sel Call and GPS beacons have a transmitter/receiver incorporated in
each beacon that is "called" by the mother vessel. The beacon responds with its
position and other details. Fishing International stocks more types of radio
beacons than everyone else in Australia combined! All have Marine Grade 304
stainless steel foot. We also offer Ryokusei, Taiyo and Sea Star beacons and
parts. We have battery canisters, solid batteries, antennae, aerials and
rechargeable batteries and chargers for all radio beacons.

We have battery canisters, solid batteries, antennae, aerials and rechargeable
batteries and chargers for all radio beacons.

 Solid Battery Kan-3 FT-1: $199
Solid Battery Kan-10 FT-10: $179



Beacon Battery Canister (holds 32 D-cell batteries): $195
Top plate only for above Canister: $80
Rechargeable 24-volt Beacon Battery (should not be used on new Newstar
KTR-18 Beacons that require 18-volt solid batteries): $99
Beacon Battery Charger 24-volt 4-Station Smart Auto Charger: $895

O-ring: $18
New Floatation Collar for Beacon: $130

 Complete Aerial with loading coil: $220
Aerial top only: $115
Aerial base with loading coil: $170

 

 

** Please call 07 5478 1033 for commercial quantities and pricing**
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